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In a twist of taste, food chefs are all set to give Delhi, cocktails that have literally been created by them in 
the 'heat' of gastronomic moments. So in the giddy high of liquor-ed fruits, herbitinis, spice-spiked mojitos, 
it's time to make merry like never before...  

At the high-end fusion restaurant Indian Accent, chef-in-charge Manish Mehrotra is busy engineering a 
summer menu. Of course, the season's goodies will be innovatively utilised to create his signature 
culinary ensembles. But what will be different this season is that he will be whipping out-of-the-bar 
cocktails to tease people's tipsy tastebuds. From - hold your breath - bacon-flavoured cocktails, a 
muddled cherry-tomato concoction called Makhni Mary to chuskijitos (a blend of fresh fruit and chuskis) - 
he will be raising the 'bar' and how.  

As a hardcore food chef, he's not the only one who is happily entering the drinks domain and using 
kitchen chemistry to concoct splendid sippers. "Days of pouring cointreau from the bottle and mixing it 
with syrup/alcohol and crushed ice are over. Cocktails are to summer what soups are to winter. Since, 
nowadays, drinks are just as popular as the dishes, even food chefs are taking over from bartenders and 
coming up with quirky concoctions," explains Mehrotra. Gone are the days when chefs were only involved 
in the food aspect of dining and the drinks were left to the bartender. This summer, Delhiites are in for a 
surprise, as Mehrotra prophesises, "Get set for gourmet cocktails along with gourmet meals." So, don't 
get surprised if you head to a bhut jolakia food festival and get to sip a cocktail with the same fiery chilli. 
But don't worry, only a minuscule amount of tamarind and jaggery has been added to your spicy drink so 
that you don't end up with a fiery tongue. Pat your chef on his back and sip on, as we tell you what's got 
the Capital's culinary brigade in a swirl and now stirring them to call the shots....  

Crave something new  

When everything on the table is undergoing a metamorphosis to look and taste different, why should 
drinks be left behind? Since liquor is the same everywhere, there is a need to re-invent cocktails and 
mocktails so that people aren't drinking the same thing everywhere. No wonder chefs are getting involved 
to make sure that the cocktail menu is as elaborate as the hard liquor /wine list. With options like 'eat your 
drinks,' or 'bite into vodka,' where one gets to eat fresh fruits injected with vodka, one knows there's an 
expert at work. Chef Ravi Saxena of The Claridges is gung-ho about chefs contributing to cocktails. He 
believes, "Chefs are experts of ingredients and know what fusion will taste the best. And their active 
involvement is ensuring that people happily gulp drinks high on kitchen ingredients like pepper, cumin, 
seasonal fruits, herbs and exotic edible flowers rather than settling for regular Bloody Marys or Screw 
Drivers." Marigold martini, anyone?  

 



Food vs drink  

The fact that the city is abuzz with one food promotion or the other isn't hot news. So when will there be 
something similar for drinks? Now that would make news! When people decided to meet up for a round of 
drinks and chat up friends, it always amounted to whisky-on-the-rocks or glasses of liquor. To bridge the 
gap between expensive drinks and a run-of-the mill range, chefs from the food arena decided to step in 
and get actively involved. Take the case of Chef Devraj Halder of The Suryaa who always felt that there 
were too many food festivals across Delhi, but hardly anything related to drinks. "The latest innovation on 
any chef's mind in the city has to do with drinks; it has allowed us to take the dining scene beyond wine 
and food pairing. So, cocktails have become the ideal platform for chefs to showcase their culinary skills 
in a new way," affirms Halder. So how does he test his imagination? By rustling up 'spicy' stuff like piri piri 
chilli mojito, pickled ginger and wasabi drinks that are best paired with 'bland' food. Or by using fresh 
summer staples like lime, melons and fruits to create drinks that one can enjoy with spicy fare.  

Dishing out drinks...  

Everything boils down to the right pairing of food and drinks. That's why Chef Nishant Choubey of Cibo 
makes sure that for any food promotion, right from starters to desserts, his dishes always come with a 
drink. "Drinks and food go hand in hand and chefs cannot ignore drinks and just focus on food. So from 
serving ginger martini with beetroot, goat cheese and arugula salad, Parma ham and melon salad with 
mint-infused sangria, or serving kaffir lime, mint or melon shots throughout the meal, chefs have to make 
sure that the overall dining experience is all about improvisation and keeping the novelty factor in mind," 
he advises. But what are really getting him thumbs up from diners are his two personal favourites. The 
first, an aperitif is prepared by making ice cubes out of a mix of rose petals, sugar and water. The cubes 
are then added to fennel- flavoured liquor and served throughout the meal as a digestive drink. In the 
second, ice cubes are made with orange juice and pieces of orange infused with vodka, which are used 
as crushed ice in cocktails. So the next time you visit your favourite eatery and order something as simple 
as an idli from the Chettinad region, don't be surprised if you are able to team it with a curry-leaf, rasam 
caprioska. Just down this gourmet gulp with a grin. Be hic happy, guys!  

Wine and food pairing is passé. This summer enjoy gourmet cocktails paired with gourmet meal - Chef 
Manish Mehrotra, Indian Accent.  

Mixing syrups, fruit juices and two liqueurs to stir up a cocktail is no longer fashionable. This season 
expect fruits injected with alcohol, where you 'bite into your drinks'  

Summer sips  

To prepare quirky concoction, the use of fruit ice will be all the rage. From fresh orange, lemon, 
strawberry, green apple, berries to musk melons will be the favourites. Fresh fruit cubes are soaked in in 
their own juice with a dash of alcohol (white rum or vodka) and blended. The paste is frozen and laster 
used as ice cubes in cocktails.  

You can also team summery salads anddishes low on spices with heady drinks that chefs are rustling up 
with kaffir lime, lemongrass, chamomile, cumin, ginger and pepper. 


